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Destiny lunar battlegrounds location

There's plenty of excitement swirling in the Destiny 2 community thanks to the recent launch of the game's highly anticipated Shadowkeep expansion. With any new extension for the popular looter-shooter, Guardians is currently completing guests to obtain unique and powerful weapons. One of these guests is the Essence of Failure, which has the reward of the Arc Logic car gun. Players will find they
need to collect an item known as the Captive Cord to complete a particular step of the Destiny 2 Essence of Failure Quest. Fortunately, we have the location of this item in the Lunar Battlefields on the moon covered for you. Players will be best served by spitting on the moon at the Sorrow's Harbor location. You'll then be able to go to the Lunar Battlefields to find the Lot 2 Captive cord item by making your
way along the way to your right when you're spared at Sorrow's Harbor. Follow this path until you detect a red bridge. Cross this bridge and make your way to the Lunar Battlefields Destination 2 spot. The Captive Cord item is located over the hill, and on top of the farthest building on the right. Obtaining the captive cord at its lunar battlefields spot on the moon will allow you to move forward with the
completion of the rest of the Essence of Failure Quest and reach the Lot 2 Bow Logic weapon. Finding the captive cord in the lunar battlefields location will be one of the many adventures you'll experience in the world of Destiny 2: Shadowkeep. Let us know how your search is transitioning on Twitter and Facebook! Are you looking for more coverage of the new Shadowkeep extension? If so, check out our
dedicated hub for the high-profile looter shooter. Destiny 2 Bungie The arrival of Destiny 2's Shadowkeep expansion has learned a few lessons from previous content drops. Bungie realized that one thing people like a whole lot is the ability to selectively grind for specific gear. And as such, we now have a kind of Black Armor-type system that allows us to use the Dreambane armor and Eris' new choices of
guns, which won't just randomly fall into the wild, of what I can tell. Each of these weapons requires you to go to a specific location to find a weapon part that is essential in crafting the gun. The good news is that you only have to do it once, and after that you will only kill with that weapon and/or lunar activity completions. The bad news is that some of these things are kind of hard to find given that the moon
is really big and often, really confusing. I thought I'd do a guide today for one of those who took me a while to find on my own. It would be the inmate cord you needed the new Arc Logic Auto Rifle, which, after the recently Auto Gun buffs, kind of shreds and I love it. To get the Captive Cord, you'll be headed to the Lunar Battlefields, which A) from Destiny 1, B) not so easy to get to and C) not really visible
on the map at all. The Battlefields are actually where you first started the entire lunar campaign where you cleared Hive with other players, but if you don't remember how to get back there, I wouldn't blame you. You have to start by landing at the new zone, Sorrow's Harbor. After that, you have to go straight and a little right of spawn to go down on a path I marked on the map below. After this, the map stops
being useful, as you'll disappear from it in the Lunar Battlefields. Destiny 2 Bungie First, you'll arrive at the Keep-adjacent area where you fought that warping Shrieker in the tank, but the Captive Cord isn't here. You should rather keep straight on a different path (don't go left, it goes into a strange empty Vex gate area that is likely to be used later). Then you'll arrive at a new zone with a building that looks
like this, which is where you started the campaign. Destiny 2 Bungie Afterwards, you'll probably trigger the game telling you exactly where to go if you're close enough now where it shows you. These weapons parts aren't like dead ghosts, since you'll get tips like that when you're close enough. But here's the exact location of where the Captive Cord is on the roof. Destiny 2 Bungie Once you have the cord,
you just need to do to craft Auto Rifles, do lunar activities and get AR killings. You don't have to find the cord again, and you can rebuke this essence quest with enough material anytime. Hope it helped. I can also do some of the others if they prove troublesome. Follow me on Twitter, Facebook and Instagram. Read my new sci-fi thriller novel Herokiller, now available in print and online. I also wrote The
Earthborn Trilogy. (Image Credit: Bungie) The new Destiny 2 Captive Cord collectible is found in the Lunar Battlefields, also known as the first area of the Destiny 2 Shadowkeep campaign. Backtracking to this area can be tricky because it's not shown on the map, so we've prepared a short guide showing how to get to the Lunar Battlefields and where to pick up the Lot 2 Captive Cord. Unlike most other
Essence components, the location of the Captive Cord is not in the Hellmouth. Instead, head to the Sorrow's Harbour Landing Zone in the northeast, and go southeast on your sparrow. Hug the right wall until you come to a scarlet bridge, then keep straight. You will soon come to an open area covered in Hive totems. Keep moving to the back of the room, hop off your sparrow if you need it to. Take the thin
path straight back until you come to the battlefield of the opening of the campaign. You'll find the Captive Cord at top of a tall building to the right, around the back corner of the satellite contest. There you have it. Once you obtain the Captive Cord, you don't have to pick it up again, so your future Essence of Failure will go much faster. Good thing, too, because the Arc Logic car gun that comes from this
Essence may well be an on the right role. That sounds like That's assured. Lot 2: Shadowkeep | Lot 2: Shadowkeep raid | Lot 2: New Light | Destiny 2 Season Pass | Deathbringer Lot 2 | Divinity Destination 2 | Lot 2 Eyes on the Moon | Lot 2 Horn Cliff | Lot 2 Necromantic Beach | Lot 2 Ethereal Charm | Lot 2 Verd over plumes | Lot 2 Fangs of Shun'gath | Lot 2 Bound Manacle | Lot 2 cross save | Destiny 2
Steam During your time with the new Destiny 2 extension, Shadowkeep, you'll find yourself doing a variety of guests for the returned Eris Morn. A bunch of guests randomly fall when fighting Nightmare foes. Essence of failure tasks you are finding a prisoner cord in the lunar battlefields. Completing it rewards you with the Arc Logic Legendary fusion gun. But where are the Lunar Battlefields? It's definitely
not on the card. This guide will tell you exactly how to get to the is and where you can find the Captive Cord once you're inside. More Lot 2 Shadowkeep: Good news! This quest is much easier than the Horn Cliff in the Room of the Night. To kick things off, teleport to Sorrow's Harbor. Head straight and hold right and you'll see the bridge below. Follow the hallway until it opens to a circular crater with a bunch
of Hive enemies, including a witch. Keep in mind that the enemies here are not of the weakest variety. If you're under 850 Power, they'll be skulls. You'll want to go straight to the floating platform before turning slightly right and heading for the area above. This is the area where you first land on the moon, so it can feel familiar. That space will open to an area with some buildings. Nailing you get closer will
appear a way, with the item's location. Get on the building and you'll find the Captive Cord on the roof. Once you have it, feel free to travel back to Eris quickly so you don't have to pull all the way back out. Then complete some activities on the moon and get some car gun dead so you can claim arc Logic! Looking for more help with Destiny 2: Shadowkeep? We have dozens of guides available to you over
at our hub! Go and see them out! Read next related articles How to complete the essence of failure quest step. Destiny 2's Captive Cord is an item you should find as part of one of Shadowkeep's side guests. If you play the extension, you'll pick up a variety of 'Essence' guests, giving you things to find or hunt on the moon, or elsewhere when it comes to dealing with the Nightmare Enemy type. To complete
Essence or Failure quest, you must find the Captive Cord within the Lunar Battlefields - a place you have visited, but will be completely forgiven for forgetting the location of. You can read more about the expansion in our Destiny 2 Shadowkeep guide, and if you do other 'Essence' guests, we can help with the Horned Wreath location. Before we begin, it's worth tracking this quest - though it won't lead us to
the spot, it will be the Captive Cord when you use your Close. First you need to go to southern Grief's harbour, where you look south, you will come to a red bridge. Drive across the bridge and take the road around to emerge at the Lunar Battlefields. To find the Captive Cord spot, if you leave the bridge, you'll see a road go up a hill slightly to the right. The road has an agitated panel that stands up with an
orange strip that walks it up, so you know you're heading in the right direction. Head along the way and you'll quickly come to a moon base. If you've detected the quest, you should see a way point appear at the nearest right building. Go to the roof of this building and activate the quick that says 'Pick up weapon part'. Doing so will give you the Captive Cord. Now it's just the other Essence of Failure Quest
steps to complete — and if you need to, find the Horn Cliff location for another Essence quest. To cut down on 2020, we have new The Dawning recipes to craft. Year 4 has begun! Learn more about new Beyond Light Exotics, including post-campaign guests for Salvation's Grip, The Lament, Hawkmoon and Born in Darkness, plus how to reach the new Destiny 2 max level cap and how sunset works.
There are some new and return areas in the game - here's how to track Perdition, Bunker E15 and Hide void on Europe and Exodus Garden 2A and Veles Labyrinth on the Cosmodrome - and find new collectibles in the form of Entropic Shards. Looking ahead beyond this new extension, we explain all Destiny 2 PS5 and Xbox range upgrade details, as well as Destiny 2 cross-play and transmog. We also
got an explainer on Destiny 2 cross save support. Sometimes we include links to online stores. If you click on one and make a purchase, we can receive a small commission. For more information, go here. About Destiny 2 Destiny 2 Review News (229) Guides (131) About the Author Author
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